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MATERIALS:

YARN:

WOOLSTOK (WORSTED)

(100% Fine Highland Wool); 50g/123yds): 3 hanks

EXPERIENCE LEVEL:

ADVANCED BEGINNER

DESCRIPTION:

Knit with 100% Fine Highland Wool, when felted and air dried, this piece takes on a beautiful organic  
vessel shape. Add color as desired to create your perfect trio.

DESIGN BY J.H. WALTER

HILLMAN FELTED VESSELS

NEEDLES:

SIZE 15 (10mm) double pointed needles, or size needed 
to obtain gauge

GAUGE:

In stockinette, 11 sts and 13 rnds = 4” unfelted 

FOR USE WITH:

SIZES:

SMALL (LARGE)

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS:

OUTSIDE CIRCUMFERENCE FELTED: 10 (12)”

OUTSIDE HEIGHT FELTED: 2½ (3)”

WOOLSTOK
WORSTED

OTHER TOOLS:

Stitch marker & tapestry needle.

COLOR SHOWN:

HIGHLAND FLEECE NO.1303
COLOR SHOWN:

GRAVEL ROAD NO.1302
COLOR SHOWN:

EMBER GLOW NO.1323



NOTES
Vessels are worked with two strands of yarn held together throughout changing colors as desired.

The small vessel used approximately 27 grams and the large vessel used approximately 30 grams.

BLUE SKY FIBERS

With 2 strands held together CO 40 (45) sts. Pm and 

 join to work in the rnd, being careful not to twist sts.

RND 1: k.

Rep rnd 1 until piece meas 4 ½ (5)”.

DECREASE 

 

LARGE SIZE ONLY

NEXT RND: *k7, k2tog; rep from * to end (40 sts)

STEP NO. 1:

VESSELS

BOTH SIZES

NEXT RND: *k6, k2tog; rep from * to end. (35 sts)

NEXT RND: *k5, k2tog; rep from * to end. (30 sts)

NEXT RND: *k4, k2tog; rep from * to end. (25 sts)

NEXT RND: *k3, k2tog; rep from * to end. (20 sts)

NEXT RND: *k2tog; rep from * to end. (10 sts)

NEXT RND: *k2tog; rep from * to end. (5 sts)

Cut yarn leaving 8” tail, thread rem sts and pull to close. 

STEP NO. 2:

FINISHING

Weave in ends. Hand or machine agitate until felting reaches desired result. 

For a smoother finish, it may help to go up a needle size and and run through multiple machine cycles. 

Samples were left to air dry without additional shaping after washing. 

Finished dimensions will vary.  

 
STEP NO. 3:

CARE

Hand wash or dry clean. Wash in tepid water using a mild soap. Do not twist. Shape and dry flat on a towel. 
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BLUE SKY FIBERS

ABBREVIATIONS

CO:  cast on

k:  knit

k2tog:  knit 2 stitches together

pm:  place marker

rem:  remaining

rep:  repeat
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rnd(s):  round(s)

st(s):  stitch(es)

*:   repeat the directions 
 between the asterisks as many  
 times as indicated
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